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Ohio Rail Development Commission
Commission and Staff Retreat

August 30, 2007
8:00 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.

 
 
8:10    Welcome / Opening Remarks (donuts and coffee will be available)
 
8:15    Operations / Personnel:   

·        Introductions and short description of background /job duties of Staff and Commissioners 
– Jim Betts

·        Secretary-Treasurer Position:  Moving forward – Matt Dietrich
·        Personal Service Contracts – Gloria Howard

 
8:45    Governor’s Turnaround Ohio Plan & ORDC’s role – Terra Goodnight
 
9:45    Break
 
10:00  Long Term Lease of the Panhandle Rail Line – Matt Dietrich
 
11:00  Passenger Rail – Don Damron
 
12:00  LUNCH
 
1:00    Railroad Roundtable – Art Arnold & ORA Board Members
 
2:00    Break
 
2:15    Railroad Roundtable (cont’d)
 
3:15    Public Relations / Public Perception of ORDC – Stu Nicholson
 
3:45    Action Items – Where does the Commission go from here?      
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Panhandle Rail Line – Long Term Lease Discussion 
 
At the last two Commission meetings, the subject of a long term lease of the Panhandle 
Rail line was discussed.  While there are volumes of information available on the 
Panhandle Rail Line, the presentation has been assembled to provide the Commission 
with a very brief overview of recent Commission actions on the Panhandle Rail Line as 
well as points to consider in contemplating a long term lease.  It is not in any way to be 
construed as a complete list, but rather something to stimulate discussion.  
 
September 2005 Meeting: OLD BUSINESS Panhandle Rail Line - Commission Action 
Chairman Betts asked any Commissioner who might want to comment on the issue of the 
potential sale of the Panhandle Rail Line to do so.  Commissioner McOwen commented 
on the potential sale of the Panhandle Rail Line in the context of public investment in rail 
infrastructure in general.  Commissioner McOwen indicated that railroads are the most 
cost-efficient mode of freight transportation and it is his feeling that the State of Ohio 
(ORDC) should “ride out” the lease on the Panhandle Rail Line and not consider and sale 
at this time.  Chairman Betts reported that it is his feeling that many of the 
Commissioners are uncomfortable with the idea of selling off the asset and that he feels a 
motion to “indefinitely postpone any consideration of the divestiture of any interest in the 
Panhandle Rail Line” is in order.  Clarification by Chairman Betts was given as to 
“indefinitely” meaning no pre-disposed amount of time being given before this issue 
comes before the Commission again; i.e., “it could be 100 days or 100 years.”  
Commissioner McOwen moved to approve the motion and Commissioner Sowers 
seconded the motion.  A short discussion followed with Commissioner Roberts inquiring 
about the amount of staff time already spent on the Panhandle project and the amount of 
work that will be lost if the Commission considers this issue at a later date.  Director 
Seney indicated that nothing will be lost with this decision.  ORDC may need to update 
some appraisals and possibly some other information but that the efforts of the 
Commission were not in vain. Roll call was taken and the Commission voted with eight 
votes in the affirmative; one absent. 
 
March 2006 Meeting:  NEW BUSINESS:  Columbus & Ohio River RR Request for a 
Long-Term Lease on the Panhandle Rail Line 
Director Seney spoke about the Ohio Central’s request for a long-term lease.  He stated 
that a “long term lease option should be bid just like a purchase would be bid.”   Director 
Seney indicated that a few issues were present that needed to be cleared up prior to 
granting a long term lease to the Ohio Central or anyone else.    He spoke about the fact 
that a thorough evaluation of the rail line was necessary so the State is fully aware of the 
Line’s value as an asset.   
 
Director Seney indicated that this was a very complex issue with a lot of loose-ends that 
needed to be discussed and finalized prior to the expiration of the Ohio Central’s current 
lease agreement next year (June 2007). 
 
Mr. Bill Strawn, President of the Ohio Central Railroad, was present for additional 
comment and spoke on the Ohio Central’s contribution to the Panhandle Line.  Mr. 
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Strawn indicated a total of $22 million has been spent to date with an additional $6 
million proposed for future repairs.  Mr. Strawn asked that the commission come to a 
decision as quickly as possible regarding their request so all plans will continue to move 
forward on schedule as planned. 
 
Commissioner Sowers referred to the letter from Mr. Strawn and inquired about the 
timeline for a decision regarding the future operator of the Line.  Mr. Seney responded 
that the timeline was set for us by the expiration date of the current contract; June of 
2007.  He indicated we will have an answer well in advance of the expiration date. 
 
Commissioner Neff asked for an itemized list outlining the Ohio Central’s expenditures 
thus far so the Commission had a better understanding of what has been done.  Mr. 
Strawn responded by saying he would provide the commissioners with such a list. 
 
July 2006 Meeting: Panhandle RRIF Application (Resolution 06-10) 
Mr. Dietrich reported ORDC is proposing to purchase the Panhandle Rail Line from 
CAPRAIL 1 using Federal Railroad Administration’s (FRA’s) Railroad Rehabilitation 
and Improvement Financing Program.  In doing so, the existing 1992 bond issuance will 
be paid down eliminating the need for CAPRAIL 1 because it will be replaced with long 
term, fixed rate financing from the FRA. 
 
Mr. Dietrich stated that ORDC has been discussing opportunities to utilize the RRIF loan 
program over the past several years.  He has looked at several ways to accomplish a 
savings and indicated he feels the RRIF Loan is the most effective way to do this.  The 
project benefits are the cost savings in the short term (the elimination of the need to hold 
$764,400 in the 4N4 account and approximately $2.5 million through 2012).  The savings 
can then be reinvested in projects.  A proposed closing date of November 1, 2006 was 
utilized in calculating the figures.  Discussion followed with Megan Browning of 
Seasongood & Mayer present to answer questions of the commissioners. 
 
This resolution will authorize ORDC to borrow money from the FRA’s RRIF Loan 
Program to payoff the Panhandle Rail Line project Series 1992 Certificates of 
Participation and acquire the Panhandle Rail Line under Chapter 4981 of the Ohio 
Revised Code.  Chairman Betts asked for a motion to approve resolution 06-10.  
Commissioner Wolfe moved to approve the resolution and Commissioner McOwen 
seconded.  Roll call was taken with six votes in the affirmative.  The resolution is 
approved. 
 
Note:  Chairman Betts asked to deviate from the schedule slightly and discuss the BSE 
Report on the Panhandle Valuation under the “Old Business” portion of the agenda. 
 
July 2006 Meeting:  OLD BUSINESS: BSE Report on Panhandle Valuation 
Director Seney spoke on the valuation report for the Panhandle Rail Line.  He indicated 
that since the Commission voted to keep the Panhandle as a state asset, it then became 
necessary to evaluate how best to take care of the issues along the line such as bridges 
and tunnels that are in need of repair in order to preserve this asset.  BSE Partners, LLC 
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was contracted by ORDC to determine the Panhandle Line’s value.  Director Seney 
indicated it was critical to identify the value of the line to determine what was appropriate 
to charge its operators.  Director Seney introduced Brad Eldridge of BSE Partners who 
conducted the investigation and prepared the final report for ORDC. 
 
Mr. Eldridge introduced himself to the commissioners.  Mr. Eldridge indicated his 
conclusion was the lease was worth $799,000 per year over a 25 year period.  He reported 
factors such as the economy, the state of the railroad industry in the Ohio and the country 
and a current appraisal were all used to determine the line’s value to establish fair market 
value of a lease.  Discussion followed.   
 
May 2007 Meeting:  5-YEAR RENEWAL OF PANHANDLE RAIL LINE OPERATING 
AGREEMENT – Resolution 07-06  
Matt Dietrich presented the Panhandle Operating Agreement Lease Renewal (Pg 31 of 
the commission packet) requested by the Columbus & Ohio River Rail Road (C&OR).  
Mr. Dietrich reported there are a few minor changes to the current operating agreement 
that ORDC recommended and the C&OR has accepted.  These changes include: 
elimination of the un-audited financial statement requirement in Section 8 of the 
agreement, removal of the requirements that FRA Class of Track must be achieved within 
a set time period, removal of references to a five year engineering plan and budget since 
the C&OR is already providing this information on an annual basis, and extending the 
reporting dates from March 15 to April 15.  Mr. Dietrich indicated this change should 
prevent the need to grant further time extensions for the reporting. 
 
Mr. Bill Strawn, President of the Ohio Central Railroad Systems, was present at the 
meeting and thanked the commission for all of its efforts to assist them.  He reported his 
company has already invested $26 million in the line and indicated the longevity in the 
lease in critical to the continued partnership between the railroad and the state. 
 
Commissioner Jackson commended Ohio Central for its years of service along the line 
and indicated as long as he has been a commissioner he has never heard a complaint 
about the railroad in regard to its maintenance and operation of this line.  He indicated he 
is in favor of extending a long term lease to Ohio Central. 
 
Chairman Betts asked for a motion to approve Resolution 07-06.  Commissioner Gibson 
moved to approve the motion and Commissioner Bennett seconded the motion.  Roll call 
was taken with eight votes in the affirmative.  Note:  Commissioner Roberts left the room 
and was not present for the discussion of this Resolution or the vote. 
 
July 2007 Meeting:  EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR/FINANCE REPORT 
Mr. Dietrich reported he is working with the Federal Railroad Administration and the 
Seneca Group (the FRA’s financial advisor) on the RRIF Loan for the Panhandle Rail 
Line.  There are several issues involved with the long term financing with the FRA 
preferring to offer a long-term lease to the current operator (Ohio Central).  Discussion 
followed with Commissioner Jackson inquiring about the term of the operating 
agreement and whether a long term lease (20 years) would be the best way to proceed.  
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Mr. Dietrich indicated this is an issue that can be discussed in greater detail at the 
commission/staff retreat in August but will definitely need to be looked into.  
 
This was the last official Commission action in regard to the Panhandle Rail line. 
 
The Commissioners have expressed an interest in extending the lease on the Panhandle 
Rail Line.  To facilitate that discussion, staff has developed the following points for the 
Commission to consider which are divided into 3 broad categories: 
 
1. Policy / Procedure:  This is a broader category which can include elements of the 

other categories but touch on the “public” nature of the line. 
a. Bid / No bid:  This was a major topic of the previous sale discussion.  It is the 

opinion of staff that a long-term lease should not be bid for the following 
reasons: 1) the C&OR’s “sweat equity” & performance in providing quality 
service to shippers, building the traffic base, and investing in the line’s track 
and fixtures for 15 years; 2) C&OR winning the competitive bid process 
jointly conducted by Conrail and the State of Ohio in 1991, and winning the 
ORDC bid process for operations of the line in 1997; 3) the disruption to 
existing shippers and to potential economic development projects that a 
competitive selection process naturally engenders. HOWEVER, if the no bid 
option is pursued, there needs to be an extra level of due diligence to ensure 
that the ORDC’s actions are consistent with the larger goal of improving 
overall railroading in Eastern Ohio. 

b. Discussions with Interested Parties / Outreach to Interested Parties:  The 
ORDC has been involved in lawsuits over this line and it received strong 
objections to the proposed sale from interested parties.  Staff believes at a 
minimum, ORDC should reach out to these groups to discuss their views on a 
long term lease.  There are many ways to approach this but staff believes the 
most constructive and efficient way is to develop a draft agreement and solicit 
comments on that agreement.` 

c. Passenger / Excursion Rail:  Throughout the years, there have been many 
proposals for some type of passenger rail service, ranging from commuter to 
excursion to a main route of the Ohio Hub Plan.  The railroad has been rightly 
concerned about its liability with any passenger rail on the Panhandle Rail 
line.  It is staff belief that a long term lease should be structured in such a way 
that ORDC can allow communities to develop plans with the least amount of 
exposure to the operating railroad. 

d. Property Management:  What level of control would the Commission like to 
provide the Operating Railroad under the agreement?  

e. What level of oversight would the Commission like to maintain over the 
railroad?  Approve maintenance plans? Approve trackage rights?  Require set 
level of investment or be satisfied with maintenance of track to FRA Class of 
Track?    

f. If ORDC Commissioners desire to pursue a 25 year lease with the C&OR, 
staff envisions a process that follows along these lines: 
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i. Draft “Preliminary 25 Year Lease Agreement” in conjunction with 
ORDC Commissioners.  The Commissioners can appoint a Sub 
Committee for this purpose to work with Staff, or the Staff can report 
to the full Commission. 

ii. Staff takes the Commission approved Preliminary 25 Year Lease out 
for comment with interested parties, adjoining railroads, and public 
officials. 

iii. Based on public comment, Staff develops a “Draft 25 Year Lease 
Agreement” in conjunction with ORDC Commissioners as developed 
in step 1 above. 

iv. Staff in conjunction with ORDC Commissioners uses the Draft 25 
Year Lease to negotiate a “Final 25 Year Lease”. 

 
2. Business Case:  The Panhandle Rail Line is an example of a successful public-private 

partnership.  If, as the partnership has evolved, there are issues with the existing 
management and lease structure that is impeding its continued success, it is 
incumbent on the ORDC to re-examine that relationship.  The C&OR has made 
various statements with regard to its limitations in investing funds in the rail line 
beyond those required by the operating agreement because of the duration of the 
current contract.  To proceed, the following basic questions need to be answered to 
the satisfaction of the Commission:   

a. What is wrong with the status quo?  Or How is the current operating 
agreement impeding the railroad from improving rail service in Eastern Ohio? 

b. What investment/repairs need to be performed on the rail line that the railroad 
can not / will not do under the current operating agreement? 

c. If the Commission will extend the operating agreement, what additional 
responsibilities is the railroad willing to commit to do under a long term 
lease?  

 
3. Financial Value of the State Asset:  At the July 2006 meeting, ORDC contractor BSE 

Partnership, LLC presented a report to the Commission stating that the value of the 
Panhandle Rail line is $799,000 annually for a 25-year lease.  To date, no information 
has been brought forward to contradict this value.  If the ORDC is to deviate from its 
own consultant’s recommendation, there must be a rationale developed.  Such reasons 
could include: 

a. A counter-report offered by the operating railroad accepted by the 
Commission. 

b. Value-added contributions brought by the operating railroad in the form of: 
i. Paying off the existing debt 

ii. Assuming responsibility for some or all of the long term maintenance 
required on the line, including documentation on which ones and 
when. 



PASSENGER RAIL TOPICS OF DISCUSSION  
Ohio Rail Development Commission - Retreat 2007 

 
OHIO HUB STUDY OUT-STANDING ISSUES:   
 

1. The capital costs are in 2002 dollars.   
a. QUESTION:  Should ORDC update the capital costs along with the financial and economic 

analysis? 
b. The AASHTO Intercity Passenger Rail Transportation Update has provided an escalation of 

the Ohio Hub costs to 2006 dollars. 
2. The 3-C Corridor Engineering Analysis dates back to 2000. 

a. Railroad capacity and capital requirements have not been examined at the same level of 
detail as the other Ohio Hub corridors.  

b. The feasibility and impact of 28-foot track centers has not been evaluated? 
c. We do not understand corridor performance as a “stand alone” operation. 

QUESTION:  Should ORDC advance a “3-C corridor audit?”  
3. The Ohio Hub Economic Impact Study does not include all seven of the Ohio Hub corridors. 

QUESTION:  Should ORDC revise the Ohio Hub Economic Impact Study to include all 
seven of the Ohio Hub corridors?  

 

OHIO HUB COORDINATION WITH PROJECT PARTNERS: 
 

4. The railroads need to be re-engaged in the Ohio Hub planning process. 
a. QUESTION:  When should ORDC schedule meetings with the railroads to discuss the 

current status of the Ohio Hub project development?  
5. The federal government has not yet recognized the Ohio Hub as a “High-Speed Rail Corridor”. 

QUESTION:  Should ORDC continue to pursue a federal designation for the Ohio Hub as a 
high speed rail corridor? 

6. The Ohio Hub has not been formally endorsed by our state partners. 
QUESTION:  Should ORDC  meet individually with the States or should we host a meeting 
of the Midwest High-Speed Rail Compact to update the states and pursue their endorsement 
of the plan (Jim Seney was the previous Compact Chairperson)? 

7. Local governments need to prepare to capture the economic impacts. 
QUESTION:  How should ORDC provide “station-area planning” assistance to ensure that 
the economic value and development potential of an Ohio Hub station is captured? 

 

OHIO HUB NEXT STEPS: 
 

8. Public and Agency Input and Release Strategy. 
a. QUESTION:  When should ORDC publicly release the updated results and provide an 

opportunity for public and agency comment?  
b. QUESTION:  Should ORDC repeat the previous outreach strategy or should it be revised 

with new messages targeted to specific audiences? 
9. Ohio Hub Start-up Passenger Rail Service. 

a. QUESTION:  Should ORDC work with Amtrak to initiate a planning process to identify 
possible alternative start-up services and advance the most cost-effective options? 

10. Federal Appropriations Request for 2009. 
a. QUESTION:  Should ORDC continue to work with Ohio’s Congressional Delegation to 

secure federal funding for an Ohio Hub PEIS? 
b. QUESTION:  Should ORDC continue to pursue funds for a system-wide Programmatic EIS 

or modify the request to pursue funding for a 3-C EIS?  
11. Ohio Hub and Commuter Rail Planning: 

QUESTION:  Should ORDC explore joint development possibilities with commuter rail? 
QUESTION:  Should ORDC contribute to and participate in local commuter rail projects? 
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